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Abstract
A module M is said to satisfy the condition (˝∗) if M is a direct sum of a projective module
and a quasi-continuous module. By Huynh and Rizvi (J. Algebra 223 (2000) 133; Characterizing
rings by a direct decomposition property of their modules, preprint 2002) rings over which every
countably generated right module satis5es (˝∗) are exactly those rings over which every right
module is a direct sum of a projective module and a quasi-injective module. These rings are
called right ˝∗-semisimple rings. Right ˝∗-semisimple rings are right artinian. However, in
general, a right ˝∗-semisimple rings need not be left ˝∗-semisimple. In this note, we will
prove a ring-direct decomposition theorem for right and left ˝∗-semisimple rings. Moreover,
we will describe the structure of each direct summand in the obtained decomposition of these
rings.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 16P20; 16D70; 16D50
1. Introduction
Throughout this note, all rings are associative with identity, and all modules are
unitary modules. Let M be a right module over a ring R. The Jacobson radical and the
injective hull of M are denoted, respectively, by J (M) and E(M). If the composition
length of a module M is 5nite, then we denote its length by l(M).
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For a module M consider the following conditions:
(C1) Every submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M .
(C2) Every submodule isomorphic to a direct summand of M is itself a direct summand.
(C3) If A; B are direct summands of M with A∩B=0, then A⊕B is a direct summand
of M .
A module M is de5ned to be a CS module (or an extending module) if M satis5es
condition (C1). If M satis5es (C1) and (C2), then M is said to be a continuous module.
M is called quasi-continuous if it satis5es (C1) and (C3). In [2], quasi-continuous
modules are called 
-injective.
A ring R is called a right CS ring if RR is CS. Left CS rings are de5ned similarly.
A ring R is said to be right non-CS if RR is not CS.
Let M be a module. A module N is called M -injective if every homomorphism
of any submodule L ⊆ M to N can be extended to a homomorphism of M to N .
A module N is called quasi-injective (or self-injective) if N is N -injective.
A module M is uniserial if the set of all submodules of M is linearly ordered by
inclusion. A module is serial if it is a direct sum of uniserial modules. A ring R is
right (left) serial if RR (RR) is serial.
Following [9], a module M is said to satisfy the condition (˝∗) if M is a direct
sum of a projective module and a quasi-continuous module. A ring R is called a right
˝∗-semisimple ring, if every right R-module satis5es (˝∗). Similarly we can de5ne
left ˝∗-semisimple rings. A ring R is called ˝∗-semisimple if R is left and right
˝∗-semisimple.
Rings whose countably generated right modules satisfy (˝∗) were characterized in
[9]. These rings are exactly right artinian rings over which every 5nitely generated right
module is a direct sum of a projective module and a quasi-injective module. According
to [10], a right ˝∗-semisimple ring need not be left ˝∗-semisimple. In this note, we
will investigate the structure of all (right and left) ˝∗-semisimple rings, and try to get
a deeper structure theorem for these rings.
For general background of rings and modules we refer to the text books
[1,2,4,11–13].
2. Basic lemmas
A ring R is called a right CS-semisimple ring if every right R-module is CS.
As this condition is left–right symmetric, we simply call such a ring CS-semisimple.
The structure of these rings was obtained in [3] (see [2, 13.5]) as follows:
Lemma 2.1 (Dung and Smith [3], see also Dung et al. [2, 13.5]). For a ring R the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) R is right CS-semisimple.
(b) R is right and left artinian, right and left serial with J (R)2 = 0.
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(c) RR=
⊕n
i=1 Ri where each Ri is either simple or uniform of length 2 and injective.
(d) The left-handed version of (a) and (c).
The structure of right ˝∗-semisimple rings are obtained in [8], and some more
properties are added in [9]. Precisely the following statements hold.
Lemma 2.2. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(I) Every countably generated right R-module satis8es (˝∗).
(II) R is right artinian and every 8nitely generated right R-module satis8es (˝∗).
(III) R is a right artinian ring with Jacobson radical square zero; RR = A ⊕ B ⊕ C,
where (B ⊕ C)A = BC = CB = 0, BR and CR are nonsingular right ideals of R.
Moreover,
(i) AR=A1⊕· · ·⊕Al,where each Ai is uniform, E(Ai) is projective and l(E(Ai))6 2.
(ii) BR=B1⊕· · ·⊕Bm, where each Bj is a uniform module of length one or two;
the injective hull E(S) of each minimal submodule S of BR has length three.
Furthermore, E(S)=S is a direct sum of two simple modules, in particular
E(S)= xR+yR for some x; y∈E(S). If B = 0, then there exist at least two
(uniform) direct summands Bj and Bj′ of B with l(Bj) = 1, l(Bj′) = 2 and
Bj ∼= Soc(Bj′).
(iii) CR = C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Cq, where each Ck is an indecomposable module of length
one or three; the injective hull of each minimal submodule of CR has length
two, and is not projective. If C = 0, there exist at least two Ck , say C1; C2
with l(C1) = 1, l(C2) = 3 and C1 is embedable in Soc(C2).
(IV) Every right R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and a quasi-injective
module. In particular, R is right ˝∗-semisimple.
In general, a right ˝∗-semisimple ring need not be left ˝∗-semisimple, and the
direct decomposition of R in (III) is not a ring-direct decomposition.
Proof. The equivalences between (I), (II), (III) and (IV) were obtained in [9, Theorem 7].
For the last conclusions see [10, Theorem 2], or see Example 4.1 in Section 4.
Lemma 2.3. The ideal A in Lemma 2.2 is a CS right R-module.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(ii) we can assume that AR=A1⊕· · ·⊕At⊕S, where each Ai is
uniform injective and S is semisimple. Now let W be a closed submodule of AR, and
let D=W ∩ (A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ At). Then W=D embeds in S, and hence projective. Therefore,
D splits in W , say W = D ⊕ F . In particular, D is closed in W , and so D is closed
in A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ At (cf. [2, (4), p. 6]). It follows that A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ At = D ⊕ E for some
submodule E ⊆ A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ At . By modularity and since S is semisimple, we conclude
that D⊕E⊕F is a direct summand of AR. Thus W is a direct summand of AR, proving
that AR is CS.
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3. A decomposition theorem for ˝∗ -semisimple rings
Lemma 2.2 provides information on the structure of any right ˝∗-semisimple ring.
Now we assume the ˝∗-semisimplicity on both sides of the ring, and study its structure
in more details. For this purpose we 5rst give the following de5nitions.
Denition 3.1. (1) A ring R is said to be of right Type 1 if R is a ring of Lemma 2.2
with A= C = 0. Using the structure of left ˝∗-semisimple rings, rings of left Type 1
are de5ned similarly.
(2) A ring R is de5ned to be of right Type 2, if R is a ring of Lemma 2.2 with
A = B = 0. Using the structure of left ˝∗-semisimple rings, rings of left Type 2 are
de5ned similarly.
Rings of right Type 1 and those of right Type 2 are right nonsingular and right SI, i.e.,
every singular right module is injective and semisimple. By [6, Proposition 3.5], these
rings are also left nonsingular and left SI. For a study of SI rings see [6, Chapter 3].
Corollary 3.2. A ring of right Type 1 (resp., right Type 2) is a ring-direct sum of
8nitely many indecomposable rings of right Type 1 (resp., right Type 2).
Proof. Straightforward.
The following result provides some information on the structure of rings of right
Type 1.
Proposition 3.3. Let R be an indecomposable ring of right Type 1. Then
(1) Soc(RR) is a homogeneous right R-module.
(2) R is right CS if and only if R=Soc(RR) is a division ring, or equivalently, in
any decomposition of RR as a direct sum of uniform modules, there is only one
uniform direct summand of length 2.
(3) R cannot be of left Type 1.
Proof. (1) Let R be an indecomposable ring of Type 1. Then RR=R1⊕· · ·⊕Rk where
each Ri is uniform with l(Ri)6 2 and l(E(Ri)) = 3. Let [R1] be the direct sum of all
Ri ∈{R1; : : : ; Rk} such that Soc(Ri) ∼= Soc(R1). Then after a suitable renumbering the
direct summands Ri’s we get R=[R1]⊕· · ·⊕[Rt]; (t6 k). Since R is right nonsingular,
it is easy to check that each [Ri] is an ideal of R. As R is indecomposable, R= [R1],
in particular Soc(RR) is homogeneous.
(2) Again let RR = R1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rk where each Ri is uniform of length at most 2 and
l(E(Ri))=3. By (1), Soc(Ri) ∼= Soc(Rj) for all i; j=1; : : : ; k. As Soc(RR)=Soc(R1)⊕
· · · ⊕ Soc(Rk), R=Soc(RR) ∼= (R1=Soc(R1)) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Rk=Soc(Rk)). Hence if R=Soc(RR)
is a division ring, then there is exactly one Ri, say R1, with l(R1) = 2, and the other
Ri’s are minimal. Now let W be a closed right ideal of R, i.e., W is a maximal
essential extension of itself in RR. If R1 ∩W = 0 then by the previous discussion and
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the modularity we conclude that R1⊕W is a direct summand of R. Thus W is a direct
summand of RR. If R1 ∩W = 0, then R1 ⊆ W because R1 is uniform and R is right
nonsingular. In this case we also conclude that W is a direct summand of RR. This
means, R is right CS.
Conversely, assume that R is right CS, and suppose that there are at least two Ri,
say R1; Ri (i = 1), that have length 2, or equivalently, the factor ring R=Soc(RR)
is not a division ring. Being a direct summand of RR, M = R1 ⊕ Ri is CS. Since
Soc(R1) ∼= Soc(Ri), there is a minimal submodule L ⊆ M such that L∩R1 =L∩Ri=0.
For L, there are two possibilities:
If L is closed in M , then L must be a direct summand of M . This is however
impossible by the Krull–Schmidt theorem (see [1, 12.9]).
If L is not closed in M , then the closure L∗ of L in M has length at least 2. Hence
M = L∗ ⊕ R1 = L∗ ⊕ Ri. It follows that R1 ∼= Ri. Moreover, by [2, 7.3(ii)], R1 is
Ri-injective. By [1, 16.13(2)], it follows that R1 is (R1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rk = R)-injective. This
is a contradiction to the fact that l(E(Ri)) = 3.
(3) If R is a ring of left Type 1, then R is a left and right serial ring with square
Jacobson radical zero. Then by Lemma 2.1, the injective hull of each minimal right
(or left) ideal is projective, a contradiction.
We do not know if the left socle of every indecomposable ring of right Type 1 is
homogeneous. But the following holds.
Corollary 3.4. An indecomposable right CS ring of right Type 1 has a homogeneous
left socle.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, Soc(RR) is homogeneous. If Soc(RR) is not homogeneous,
then, since R is left nonsingular, R has two minimal left direct summands Re and Rf
(with orthogonal idempotents e and f) such that Re ∼= Rf. Write RR=Re⊕Rf⊕Rt⊕R′
where Rt is a local left ideal with l(Rt)¿ 1 and t is an idempotent with ft= tf=et=
te=0. Notice that such a left ideal Rt exists, because otherwise R would be semisimple
artinian. It is clear that no pair of the left ideals Re; Rf; Rt is isomorphic. It follows
that also no pair of the right ideals eR; fR; tR is isomorphic (see, e.g., [1, 17.18]).
However, as R is right CS, among these right ideals eR; fR; tR, at least two of them
are minimal (cf. Proposition 3.3(2)). This is a contradiction because the right socle of
R is homogeneous. Thus Soc(RR) is homogeneous.
Lemma 3.5. A ring of right Type 2 cannot be of left Type 2.
Proof. Let R be a ring of right Type 2, and let N be an indecomposable quasi-injective
right R-module. Then Soc(N ) is a simple module. Since R is a right SI ring, if Soc(N )
is singular, then it is injective (see [6]), and hence N = Soc(N ). Therefore N is
quasi-projective. If Soc(N ) is nonsingular, then Soc(N ) embeds in RR, so l(N )6 2.
If l(N ) = 1, N is quasi-projective. Now we consider the case l(N ) = 2. In this case,
N is an injective right R-module.
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To prove that N is also quasi-projective, we denote by "[N ] the full subcategory of
Mod-R whose objects are submodules of N -generated modules (see [13, Section 15],
or [11, Section 18F]). As NR is 5nitely generated, N is quasi-projective if and only if
any exact sequence 0→ K → M → N → 0 with K; M ∈ "[N ] splits (see [13, 18.3(e),
(f)]). Since M=K ∼= N , and N is nonsingular, K is closed in M .
Let I be the maximal injective submodule of M (see [13, 27.3(i)] for the existence
of I). Then M = I ⊕ S. As all indecomposable modules of length 2 as well as all
singular simple modules are injective (in Mod-R), S must be nonsingular. Moreover,
S is a submodule of (N (L))=T for some set L and some submodule T ⊆ N (L). But
(N (L))=T = N (L
′) ⊕ V where L′ ⊆ L and V is a singular semisimple module. As S
is nonsingular, S embeds in N (L
′). Because S does not contain a nonzero injective
submodule, it follows that S is semisimple, and hence projective. Set H = I ∩ K , then
K=H embeds in S, hence H splits in K , i.e., K = H ⊕ S ′ where S ′ is semisimple. It
follows that H is closed in I . Therefore, I = I ′ ⊕ H . By modularity, and since S is
semisimple we conclude that I ′ ⊕ H ⊕ S ′ is a direct summand of M . It follows that
K (=H ⊕ S ′) is a direct summand of M , or in other words, the short exact sequence
0 → K → M → N → 0 splits, proving that N is projective in "[N ], or equivalently,
N is quasi-projective.
Now assume that R is of left Type 2. Then similarly, we can show that every inde-
composable quasi-injective left R-module is quasi-projective. Thus, by Fuller
[5, Theorem 5.3], R is left and right serial. But this is a contradiction to the de5-
nition of rings of right (left) Type 2. Hence R cannot be a ring of left Type 2.
Now we are able to state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.6. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) R is (right and left) ˝∗-semisimple.
(b) R has a ring-direct decomposition R= G ⊕ H ⊕ K ⊕ L⊕ T where
(b1) G is a CS-semisimple ring,
(b2) H is a ring-direct sum of 8nitely many indecomposable right CS rings of
right Type 1 and left Type 2,
(b3) K is a ring-direct sum of 8nitely many indecomposable right non-CS rings
of right Type 1 and left Type 2,
(b4) L is a ring-direct sum of 8nitely many indecomposable left CS rings of left
Type 1 and right Type 2,
(b5) T is a ring-direct sum of 8nitely many indecomposable left non-CS rings of
left Type 1 and right Type 2.
Proof. (a)⇒ (b). Assume that R is a ˝∗-semisimple ring. Then, as a right ˝∗-
semisimple ring, RR = A ⊕ B ⊕ C where A; B and C are determined in Lemma 2.2.
In particular, every right ideal of R in B⊕ C is projective. We aim to show 5rst that
this direct decomposition is a ring-direct decomposition, or equivalently, that A has
a (two-sided) identity.
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Consider R as a left ˝∗-semisimple ring we also obtain RR = A′ ⊕ B′ ⊕ C′ where
A′; B′ and C′ are determined similarly as A; B and C, respectively, but on the left
side. Let V = A ∩ A′. As RA′ is CS (see Lemma 2.3 for left ˝∗-semisimple rings),
RA′=V ∗⊕W ′, where V ∗ is a maximal essential extension of V in RA′. We 5rst prove
that W ′ = 0. Assume on the contrary that W ′ = 0.
Using Lemma 2.2 we can easily verify that the factor ring R=A is also a right
˝∗-semisimple ring which is left and right nonsingular, and R=A=B⊕C (a ring-direct
sum), where B= (B+ A)=A; C = (C + A)=A. Notice that, as BA=CA= 0, the module
structure of B and C are the same as that of B and C, respectively. Now, let W ′ =
(W ′ + A)=A. Then RW ′ ∼= RW ′, and W ′ is a left ideal of R=A.
As RA′ is CS, so is RW ′. Hence RW ′ is a direct sum of uniform left ideals of R
whose injective hulls are projective and of length 6 2. Write A= eR where e∈A is an
idempotent. Then for the injective hull E = E(RW ′); AE = 0. Namely, if AE = 0, AE
contains a minimal submodule Y of W ′ with eY =Y , this is impossible because eW ′ ⊆
A∩W ′ = 0. Hence RE is also a left (R=A)-module. Now let N be a minimal left ideal
of R in W ′, and let E(N ) be the injective hull of RN . Then E(N ) is injective as a left
(R=A)-module (see [1, 16.13]). Furthermore, by Anderson and Fuller [1, 16.12], E(N )
is (R=A)-projective. Then by Anderson and Fuller [1, 16.14], E(N ) is also a projective
left (R=A)-module. Let N = (N + A)=A. Then N ∼= N . Therefore, E(N ) ∼= E(N ) as left
(R=A)-modules, and hence E(N ) is an injective and projective left (R=A)-module that
has length at most 2. Thus, s a left ideal of R=A; W ′ is a direct sum of uniform left
ideals whose injective hulls are projective and of length 6 2.
By Corollary 3.2, R=A is a direct sum of indecomposable rings of right Type 1
and indecomposable rings of right Type 2. Let X be such a direct summand with
W ′ ∩ X = 0. (The existence of such an ideal X is clear.)
We now consider X as a ring. For convenience we set X =X . As X is left artinian,
X=X1⊕· · ·⊕Xv where each Xi is a local left ideal of X with 5nitely generated essential
socle. As W ′ ∩ X = 0, there are minimal left ideals of X whose injective hulls are
projective and of length 6 2. Hence there exists a Xi ∈{X1; : : : ; Xv} that is injective
and of length 6 2 (see [1, Theorem 27.11]). We hold this Xi 5xed, and denote by [Xi]
the direct sum of all Xj ∈{X1; : : : ; Xv} with Soc(Xj) ∼= Soc(Xi). Then X = [Xi] ⊕ X ′
where X ′ is the direct sum of the remaining Xk ∈{X1; : : : ; Xv}.
Let Xt ∈{X1; : : : ; Xv}, and write Soc(Xt) = S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr where each Sj is a minimal
left ideal of X . If r ¿ 1, then there is no Sj (16 j6 r) with Sj ∼= Soc(Xi). Namely,
if there is such a Sj, say S1, with S1 ∼= Soc(Xi), then E(S1) is projective and of length
6 2. Note that Xt is local, Xt=Soc(Xt) is simple, and hence Xt=(S2⊕· · ·⊕Sr) has length
2. Since Xt=(S2⊕ · · ·⊕ Sr) is a local module of length 2, Xt=(S2⊕ · · ·⊕ Sr) is uniform.
Because S1 embeds in Xt=(S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr), Xt=(S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr) must be injective, and
hence projective. It follows that S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr splits in Xt , a contradiction. Thus, any
Xt with u-dim(Xt)¿ 1 does not contains a minimal submodule isomorphic to Soc(Xi).
From this and the fact that X is left nonsingular, we conclude that [Xi] and X ′ are
two-sided ideals of X , or equivalently, X = [Xi]⊕ X ′ is a ring-direct sum. Since X is
indecomposable, X ′ = 0. It follows that X is a direct sum of minimal left ideals and
uniform injective left ideals of length 2. By Lemma 2.1, X must be right serial and
the injective hull of every minimal right ideal of X has length 6 2, and projective.
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This is a contradiction. Thus W ′ = 0, i.e., W ′ = 0, and hence V is essential in RA′.
It follows that A′=V is a semisimple left R-module.
By a similar consideration of the factor ring R=A′ we can also prove that VR must
be essential in AR, and hence A=V is a semisimple right R-module.
For the factor ring R˜=R=V , we obtain a direct decomposition R˜= A˜





= (B′ + V )=V; C˜
′
= (C′ + V )=V . We now consider the products B′A′;
and C′A. Let 0 = a∈A′. Then B′a ⊆ A′. Since B′a ∼= B′=annB′(a) where annB′(a) =
{b∈B′| ba = 0}, and every minimal submodule of RB′ does not embed in A′ (see
Lemma 2.2 for left ˝∗-semisimple rings), annB′(a) must be essential in B′. It follows
that B′a ⊆ Soc(RA′) ⊆ V . Hence B˜′a˜=0˜, i.e., B˜′A˜′=0˜. Similarly, C˜′A˜′=0˜. This shows
that R˜= A˜
′⊕ B˜′⊕ C˜′ is a ring-direct sum. It follows that A˜′ is a direct sum of injective
minimal left ideals of R˜.
A similar observation on the right side of R˜ yields the ring-direct decomposition
R˜= A˜⊕ B˜⊕ C˜ where A˜=A=V; B˜= (B+V )=V; C˜ = (C +V )=V , and A˜ is a direct sum
of injective minimal right ideals of R˜.
Clearly, A˜ ∩ A˜′ = 0˜, and B˜ ⊕ C˜ is a direct sum of indecomposable rings of right
Type 1 and indecomposable rings of right Type 2. If A˜
′
is nonzero, there exists such
an indecomposable ring-direct summand N˜ of B˜ ⊕ C˜ such that N˜ ∩ A˜′ = 0˜. We now
apply the same argument as that for W ′ to get a contradiction. Therefore A˜
′
= 0˜, or
equivalently, V = A′.
A similar consideration on the left side of R˜ gives V = A. It follows that A = A′.
Thus A has an identity, and so R= A⊕ B⊕ C is a ring-direct sum, as desired.
(b1) By the properties of A on the right and the left side, and by Lemma 2.1, we
see that A is a CS-semisimple ring. Set G = A. Then G satis5es (b1).
(b2) Write B = B1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Bt , a ring-direct sum of indecomposable nonsingular
˝∗-semisimple rings Bi. Then by Proposition 3.3 (3), each Bi cannot be a ring of left
Type 1. Hence each Bi must be a ring of left Type 2. Let H be the direct sum of all
right CS rings Bi. Then H satis5es condition (b2).
(b3) Denote by K the direct sum of those Bj that are not right CS, then K satis5es
(b3).
Write C=C1⊕· · ·⊕Cm, a ring-direct sum of indecomposable rings Ci. Then we see
that each Ci is a ring of right Type 2 (see Corollary 3.2). Moreover, because C is left
˝∗-semisimple, each Ci can be either of left Type 1 (left CS or not), or left Type 2.
But by Lemma 3.5, each Ci cannot be of left Type 2. Thus similar to the above part
we can de5ne ideals L and T with the properties (b4) and (b5), respectively, such that
C = L⊕ T , as desired.
(b)⇒ (a) by Lemma 2.2.
Corollary 3.7. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Every countably generated right and every countably generated left R-module is
a direct sum of a projective module and a quasi-continuous module.
(b) R = D ⊕ E (a ring-direct sum), where every right and every left D-module is
a direct sum of a projective module and a semisimple module, and every right
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and every left E-module is a direct sum of a projective module and an injective
module.
(c) Every right and every left R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and
a quasi-injective module.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b). Set D = G; E = H ⊕ K ⊕ L ⊕ T where G; H; K; L; T are from
Theorem 3.6. Then (b) holds by Theorem 3.6, [2, 13.5], Lemma 2.2, and the fact
that every indecomposable quasi-injective right or left module over E is injective or
projective. Notice that E is right and left SI, so every singular right or left module
over E is injective and semisimple (see [6]). The implications (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (a) are
clear.
4. Examples
We give some examples to illustrate our discussions in the above section.

































Then V is a K-bialgebra with dim(VK) = dim(KV ) = 1; dim(VF) = dim(FV ) = 2,
V 2 = 0; KV = VK = FV = VF = V . Notice that K ∼= C; F ∼= R, and F is a sub5eld









Then R is a right ˝∗-semisimple ring which is not left ˝∗-semisimple. Moreover R
has a direct decomposition in Lemma 2.2(III) (with B = 0) that is not a ring-direct
decomposition.
Proof. See the proof of [10, Theorem 2] for details. This ring R is a right ˝∗-semisimple
ring, in which the right singular ideal is contained in the 5rst row, while the left
singular ideal is contained in the third column. Therefore, if R is left ˝∗-semisimple,
then applying Lemma 2.2 for left ˝∗-semisimple rings, we see that the third column
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must be injective. This together with the injectivity of the second column shows that R
is a direct sum of a minimal left ideal (the 5rst column), and two uniform injective left
ideals of length 2. Then by Lemma 2.1, R must be right serial. But this is impossible,
because the second row is a local right ideal of R with uniform dimension 2.






satis5es (b2) of Theorem 3.6, i.e., this ring is right CS, of right Type 1 and left Type 2.
Proof. By the proof of [9, Proposition 15], H is a right CS right ˝∗-semisimple ring,
or precisely a right CS ring of right Type 1. Using [7, Theorem 3.2] we see that the
injective hull of each minimal left ideal of H has length 2 and is not projective. This
together with the fact that H is a direct sum of a minimal left ideal and a local left
ideal of length 3 (and uniform dimension 2), shows that H is a ring of left Type 2
(see Lemma 2.2 for left ˝∗-semisimple rings).









satis5es condition (b3) of Theorem 3.6, i.e., K is a right non-CS ring of right Type 1
and left Type 2.
Proof. See [8, Example 3.2].






satis5es (b4) of Theorem 3.6, i.e., L is a left CS ring of left Type 1 and right Type 2.









satis5es (b5) of Theorem 3.6, i.e., T is a left non-CS ring of left Type 1 and right
Type 2.
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